PRESS RELEASE
Ettenheim, 14 July 2017

#BELLINgivesback: BELLIN supports NGOs and Universities as well
as the Treasurers Roundtable
BELLIN is a sponsor of this year’s Annual Conference for the Treasurers Roundtable, a consortium of
senior treasury leaders from organizations operating in developing countries, taking place on July 17-18
in Washington DC. The Treasuers Roundtable’s mission of “Advancing Global Development Through
Treasury Excellence” aligns perfectly with BELLIN’s commitment to this community.
Since BELLIN’s foundation, the company supports NGOs and social institutions pursuing humanitarian
and social objectives with free licenses for the treasury management software tm5. Moreover, BELLIN
supports higher education institutions, such as colleges and universities, by oﬀering a significant
reduction in license fees.
“Non-governmental organizations face the same complex treasury challenges as other companies.
However, they often lack the funds for a web-based treasury solution. BELLIN wishes to help these
organizations, ensuring they can make optimum use of their funds to advance their cause. Therefore,
instead of donating money, we donate our know-how to provide targeted help in an area where we know
we can make a real diﬀerence,” explains Martin Bellin, Founder and CEO of BELLIN
Eﬃcient treasury solutions are essential for all organizations – especially for NGOs who are often
decentralized with entities all around the world and often in underdeveloped areas or even in crisis hot
spots. tm5 enables them to manage their assets and payments as simply and eﬃciently as possible.
From liquidity planning to risk management to payments and statements with the integrated BELLIN
SWIFT Service, NGOs and higher education institutions can move away from transaction-focused treasury
to a strategic treasury. In addition, reports, which are frequently required as proof by supporting
organizations and sponsors, can be generated in the system with just one click.
Visit bellin.com/nonprofit to find out more about the criteria as well as detailed stories about customers
BELLIN is currently helping.
About BELLIN
BELLIN is a global leader in providing web-based treasury software and services for multinational corporations.
Founded by a treasurer and built on the expertise of over 150 experts, BELLIN has been exceeding expectations
since 1998. tm5, awarded best “Treasury Management System” at the Fintech Innovation Awards, serves all
corporate treasury functions and provides a groupwide treasury overview, mobile and in real time. BELLIN solutions
for liquidity planning and financial risks, global payments, netting and risk management as well as the integrated
BELLIN SWIFT Service, SaaS/hosting or Treasury as a Service (TaaS) inspire more than 22,000 companies with
50,000+ users in 150+ countries and counting.
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